With the new RevoFit2™, you can build in user adjustability anywhere on a socket.

Micro/Macro Adjustments
Each “click” of the dial provides 1mm of movement for targeted compression. When used correctly, the system can adjust for up to 10 ply of sock changes.

Adjustable Through Clothing
Operate the dial through clothing without removing or adding layers to adjust fit of the socket.

Rapid Donning & Doffing
Releasing the tension in the system makes donning and doffing easy for bulbous ends or large volume fluctuations.

Seated Comfort
Easily release the dial through clothing to make sitting more comfortable.


The NEW RevoFit2™ design combines RevoFit™ Direct and RevoFit™ Versa into a single lamination dummy. RevoFit2™ kits are available for both diagnostic check sockets and definitive wet lamination.

RevoFit2™ Diagnostic Kit: SKU #PK2150-320-05
RevoFit2™ Lamination Kit: SKU #PK2000-320-05
Lamination 10-Pack: SKU #PK2010-320-05
Save money and have the right kit in stock by ordering a 10-pack of RevoFit2™ Lamination Kits.

For additional tech specs, please go to: www.ClickMedical.co/RevoFit2
Replacement Parts

A full line of replacement parts allows the system to remain functioning like new throughout the lifetime of the socket.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| RevoFit™ Lace   | PK0060-000-10| Includes:  
• 7ft (2.1m) of 500-lb RevoFit™ Lace  
• Lace Feeder Tool  
• T6 Tool  

We recommend replacing lace every 6 months or at any sign of abrasion to maintain proper system function. |
| RevoFit™ Dial   | RP0100-320-05| Includes:  
• RevoFit2™ Dial  
• 7ft (2.1m) of 500 lb RevoFit™ Lace  
• Lace Feeder Tool  
• T6 Tool  

We recommend replacing lace at time of dial replacement. |
| RevoFit™ Lace   | LOK014       | Includes:  
• 10m of RevoFit™ Lace |

For additional tech specs, please go to: www.ClickMedical.co/RevoFit2